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SAIL TO INDIA
A 60 minute game / for 3–4 playes aged / 12 and up

Background】
The Age of Discovery, Portugal, 15th–16th century. With the 
Mediterranean under Osman Turk control, the Portugese was 
severely limited in the Mediterranean, and were looking for other 
trade routes.
Better ships, better compasses and general centralization of power 
helped pushing the Portugese out into the Atlantic, and sailors 
like Prince Henry, Bartolomeu Dias and Vasco da Gama took to the 
seas.
In this game, the players are nobles supporting these sailors to 
discover the route to India, and aim to be the foremost and most 
famous of all.

Victory Conditions
The winner is the player with the most Victory Points once the 
game ends. Victory Points are gained from discovering new coastal 
towns, selling goods and building churches. Players also need to 
acquire technologies in order to work effectively.

Components
Cards
4 Historian cards
4 Safe / Ship speed cards
3 Technology cards
1 Lisbon card
12 Coastal Town cards

Pawns
13 each in four colours: red, blue, green and yellow

Components overview
Historian cards

An area showing 1–5 VP. Markers on this 
card (historians) marks how many VP you 
have.

Safe / Ship speed cards

An area showing 1‒5 gold. 
Markers on this card 
(bankers) marks how much 
money you have.

An area showing 1‒3 ship 
speed. The marker on this 
card (a ship builder) marks 
how fast your ships move.

"Technology area". Markers here (scientists) 
can be moved to Technology cards.

Technology cards
Each card has 4 technologies printed on them.

How much money is 
needed to get the tech

Name of the tech

Effect of the tech

0 Developpment
technology

You pay 1 gold less when 
building technologies

1 Geography

You can return markers 
from land to the sea.
(Once per turn)

1 Printing Press

Every turn you build a 
technology, you gain 1 VP 
(once per turn)

2 Harbour
maintenance

1 VP gained per 3 of your 
markers moved from Lisbon 
or a base.

Coastal Towns cards

Building
Placing a marker here will gain the 
player various effects. There are three 
types of buildings: base (pink), church 
(yellow) and commerce center (green)

land

sea

Goods
Placing a marker here means you 
own these goods.

The card itself counts as "land", and 
everything below the card is "sea".

Recommendation mark
Printed on some of the cards. These are 
recommended to have face up from the 
start, for your first game(s).

There are 6 types of goods: Gold, Jewels, Coffee, Sugar, Cloth and 
Spices

Gold Jewels Coffe Sugar Cloth Spices

Game Setup
1)  Each player takes a historian card and a Safe/Ship speed card 

each. If you're playing with 3 players, remove the cards that 
weren't selected.

2) Line up the three technology cards.

3)  Shuffle the 12 Coastal Town cards face down, and then line 
them up in a horizontal line, face down. Place the Lisbon card on 
the leftmost of this line. Turn face up the three cards closest to 
Lisbon. The remaining 9 Coastal Town cards are left face down. 
If you are only 3 players, reveal and remove the rightmost 3 
cards from the game.

* Note: When playing for the first time, we recommend that you 
do not randomly select what three cards are face up to begin 
with. Instead, before shuffling, remove the cards with the 1–3 
recommendation markers, and place them in that order from 
Lisbon. Then shuffle the remaining cards, and place them on the 
line face down (so you have <Lisbon, 1, 2, 3, [face down cards]> in 
that order.

4)  Each player chooses a colour and takes 6 markers of that colour. 
2 of these are placed on Lisbon, 1 is placed as a ship builder on 
the '1' ship speed space on the Safe/Ship speed card, and the last 
3 are placed on the 'Technology' area on the same card.

   The remaining markers are put aside as a stock.

5)  The player who most recently was in Lisbon is the starting 
player. Starting with the starting player and clockwise around 
the table, players get 2, 2, 3 and 4 gold respectively. Each player 

takes one of his markers on Lisbon as a banker, and places on 
the corresponding place on his Safe / Ship speed card.

* Example of finished setup (4 players)

Historian cards

Coastal Towns

Undiscovered Coastal TownsLisbon

Tech cards Stock

Safe / Ship speed card

1 2 3 4 5

Technology

1 2 3
2 4

1 2 3 4 5

Technology

1 2 3
2 4

12345

Technology

123
24

12345

Technology

123
24

0 採掘技術

技術を建てるときに
1金安くなる

1 地理学

陸地から海域にコマを戻
せる
（１ターンに1回）

1 活版印刷

技術を習得した手番に
1VPもらえる
（１ターンに1回）

2 港湾管理

リスボン・拠点から出発
するコマ3個で1点

3 銀行制度

2金支払うと1VPもら
える
（１ターンに1回）

3 工場

商品を売ると
1金追加でもらえる

2 建築学

船移動後にアクション消
費無しに、建物が建てら
れる（１ターンに1回）

2 地図

新たな寄港地を発見した際
1金を支払うと追加で
1VPもらえる

4 ギルド

ゲーム終了時
商館×2VP

4 東インド会社

ゲーム終了時
拠点×2VP

4 ルネッサンス

ゲーム終了時
3VP

4 海外布教

ゲーム終了時
教会×2VP

①

How money works
Players display their money by taking one of their markers on 
Lisbon and placing it on the "Money" area on their Safe / Ship 
speed card. The marker is now called a "banker" and is placed on 
the space showing how much money he handles. One banker can 
only handle up to 5 gold, so if you want to have more money than 
that, you have to take another marker from Lisbon and place on 
your card. For example, if you have 6 gold, you'd typically have 
one banker on '5' and one on '1'.
Likewise, if you want more than 10 gold, you need yet another 
banker... for each 5 gold you need an extra banker.
When you pay money, the bankers that "run out of money" are 
returned to Lisbon. For example, if you have 6 gold and need to 
pay 2, you return one banker to Lisbon and your remaining banker 
is placed on '4'.
If, when you gain money above your capacity, you don't have any 
people (marker) in Lisbon, or don't want to move the marker you 
have there, the surplus money is lost.

How Victory Points work
Victory Points (VP) are displayed by taking a marker from Lisbon 
and placing it on your historian card. The marker is now called 
a historian. Just like bankers, a historian can only handle up to 
5 VP. In order to record more VP than that, you need to take an 
extra marker from Lisbon and place on your historian card. Like 
bankers, for each 5 VP you gain, you need another marker from 
Lisbon. If you don't have any in Lisbon, or don't want to use them 
when you gain VP, the surplus VP are lost.

This concludes the setup.

Flow of the game
Start player takes the first turn. One his turn is finished, turn goes 
to the player on his left. This goes on until the game ends.

What you do on your turn
On his turn, a player gets 2 Action Points (AP). When both AP are 
used, his turn ends.

For 1 AP you can do the following:
* Employ a marker
* Move your ships
* Sell goods
* Build a building
* Learn a technology
* Increase ship speed

You may use your AP to do the same action twice. However, 
discovering an undiscovered Coastal Town (as a result of moving 
your ship) can only be done once per turn (see Moving ships).

Employing a marker
By paying 1 gold, you can take one of your markers from the stock 
and place it on Lisbon.
* This is the only way of getting markers from the stock.
*  You cannot pay 2 gold and gain 2 markers for just 1AP. If you 
want 2 markers, you need to use both your AP for that.

Moving ships
If you choose to move your ships, you follow the three steps below:

1. Move your ships
Ships are markers that are placed below the card line (on the "sea" 
side of the card). They should not be place on the cards, as they 
will be mistaken for something else than ships.
You may move all your ships with one action. Moving a ship means 
taking one of your ships from the sea outside one of the Coastal 
Towns (cards), and move it a number of steps to the sea outside 
another Coastal Town (card).
How many steps you can move your ships is decided by your ship 
builder (the marker on the lower part of your Safe / Ship speed 
card). If your speed is 1, you can only move each of your ships to 
an adjacent Coast Town card. If your speed is 2, you can move to 
up to 2 cards away. You can move closer to Lisbon or farther away 
from Lisbon, and you do not have to use your full movement for 
your ships. You may choose to not move at all with one or more 
ships if you wish. There is no limit to the number of ships that can 
be in the sea outside each Coastal Town (even from other players).
If you move to an undiscovered (face down) Coastal Town card, 
that ship's movement ends there, even if that ship has movement 
left.
* Moving to an undiscovered Coastal Town can only be done once 
per player turn. You can choose to use both of your AP to move 
ships, but moving to an undiscovered Coastal Town may only be 
done once per turn.
You can also move one of your (non-designated) markers in 
Lisbon. With a speed of 1, you can move it to the card to the right 
of Lisbon (but put it below the card, not on it). The marker is now 
a ship. As said, you may move all your ships with one action, so 
with one action you may choose to transform any number of your 
markers on Lisbon into ships.

2. Reveal undiscovered Coastal Town card (if one)
If one or more of your ships are by an undiscovered (face down) 
Coastal Town card, reveal it and gain 1VP. However, the last card 
in the line (12th if you are four players, 9th if you are three), you 
gain 2VP for having reached India.

3. Converting ships into goods
You may move your ship from the sea area of the Coastal Town 
card it's sitting by, to the goods area of that card. If you do, the 
marker is now a goods ownership marker; it's no longer a ship and 



may not be moved as a ship. Each Coastal Town card has 2 goods 
areas, you may choose which one you move to, but you cannot 
move onto an already claimed goods area.
Each of your ships can individually be turned into goods this 
way. As you may move all your ships with one action, if you have 
several ships, you may claim several goods with 1 action.

Selling goods
By returning one or more of your goods marker(s) to Lisbon, 
you earn money and VP. You may return as many of your goods 
marker(s) as you wish with one action. How much gold and VP 
you gain depends on how many different sorts of goods you sold. 
(Returning several goods markers of the same type gains you 
nothing – except that the markers return to Lisbon).

Sorts 1 2 3 4 5 6
Gold 1 2 3 4 5 6
VP 0 0 1 1 2 4

If you have a marker on a commerce center, you may, each time 
you sell goods, regard it as if you also sold one goods of that 
commerce center type. However, you may not only sell "commerce 
center" goods. You only get this commerce center bonus if you sell 
at least 1 goods the normal way (return at least 1 goods marker to 
Lisbon)
* If you wish, you may immediately change the marker you return 
to Lisbon into a banker or a historian.

Build a building
Build one of the two buildings printed on a Coastal Town card. 
However, you need to fulfill the three requirements below:

1) The building is still available (it has no marker there)
2)  Have a marker on or below the card (i.e. either a building, a 

goods marker or a ship)
3) Pay 2 gold.

By paying 2 gold, you move one of your markers on or below 
that Coastal Town card onto the building you want to build. For 
example, you can move one of your ships below that card to any of 
the two buildings (if they're available). The marker is no longer a 
ship/goods marker, but a building marker.
Once you have built a building, you may use its effects. Please 
refer to later in the rules for building effects.

Learning a technology
You can learn one of the technologies on one of the Technology 
cards. However, you need to fulfill all the three requirements 
below:

1) The technology is still available (is has no marker on it)
2)  Have at least 1 scientist (a marker on the "Technology" area 

on your Gold / Ship speed card).
3) Pay the cost of the Technology.

By paying the cost, you move one of your scientists to the 
Technology in question. Once you have learned it, you may use its 
effects. Please refer to later in the rules for technology effects.
* This is the only way to use scientists.
* You will never gain more scientists than the 3 you start with.

Increasing ship speed
By paying 2 gold, you can increase your ship speed from 1 to 2. By 
paying 4 gold you can increase your ship speed from 2 to 3. Move 
your ship builder marker accordingly.
*  You may not pay 6 gold and move from speed 1 to speed 3 with 
just 1 action.

What you can do freely during your turn

At any time during your turn, you may do these two things without 
consuming any Action Points:

* Return any of your ships, goods markers, buildings, bankers 
and historians to Lisbon. (You may not return your ship builder 
or your scientists).
* Use the effect of a technology

Game end conditions
The game ends if
a) The last Coastal Town (India) has been discovered, and/or
b) Two or more players have no more markers in their stock
Finish the current turn, then everyone else also gets another turn,
and that concludes the game.

End game score calculation
Everyone sums up their Victory Points:

* All Victory Points as shown by their historians
* 1 VP per commerce center/base
* 2 VP per church
* any "at game end" technology VP bonus

The player with the most VP wins.
If two or more players are tied for most points, the tiebreakers are:

1) the player who reached India
2) most money left
3) most VP as shown by their historians

If it's still a tie, please check your game code for any Player.
clone(this) abuse.

Building effects details
Base (pink) …1 VP at end of game
When you choose "move ships" as an action, you may, when 
moving ships, immediately transport as many as you wish of your 
markers in Lisboa to this base. They may move after the transport.

Commerce center (green) …1 VP at end of game
When you choose "sell goods" as an action, you may count as if 
you have sold goods of the type of this commerce center (you 
needn't return the marker on this building to Lisbon).
However, you may not choose to "sell goods" if you have no goods 
markers to return to Lisbon.

Church (yellow) …2 VP at end of game

Technology cards
Developpment technology …0G
You pay 1 gold less for future technologies your discover.
* As you only have 3 scientists, this effect can only be applied max 
twice.

Geography …1G
You may return markers on land (building, goods markers) to the 
sea. If you do, the markers return to being ships. This can only be 
done once per turn.

Printing Press …1G
Each turn in which you gain a technology, you also gain 1 VP. This 
includes the turn you gain the Printing Press. The effect can only 
happen once per turn.

Harbour maintenance …2G
You gain 1 VP per 3 markers moved from Lisbon or a base you 
own.

Architechture …2G
After moving ships, you may build a building without consuming 
an Action. You still need to fulfill the building requirements.

Map …2G
When discovering an undiscovered Coastal Town, you may pay 1G 
to gain 1 additional VP.
* So, for the last Coastal Town, you'll get a total of 3 VP (2+1).

Bank system …3G
You may pay 2G to gain 1 VP. This can only be done once per turn.

Factory …3G
You gain 1 extra gold when you sell goods.
* You only gain 1 extra gold. You do not count as if having sold 
one extra type of goods.

Renaissance …4G
3 VP at the end of the game.

Mission church …4G
2 extra VP per church you have at the end of the game.

Guild …4G
2 extra VP per commerce center you have at the end of the game.

Eastern India Incorporated …4G
2 extra VP per base you have at the end of the game.

Thank you for buying this game. Any comments can be mailed to 
OKAZU (okazubrand@gmail.com).
Production: OKAZU brand
(website at http://okazubrand.seesaa.net/)
Game design: Hisashi Hayashi (OKAZU)
Graphic design: ryo_nyamo
Manual editing: HAL99 Translate: Simon Lundstrom
Test play:  The regular playtesters
Special Thanks: yas-o


